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Backstory
My mum once told me that the back story of my thesis is much more interesting than my work
(actually that hurts me a lot), so she highly suggested that I should write down something to
document this period (August 2016 – May 2017). I did not plan to follow her advice until I ﬁnished
all my assignments. When emptying half of my brain, I could spare some space and replay what I
had gone through during this period. I should put this on my to-do list before my 3-D intelligence
becoming 1-D.
Generally, working on my thesis is still an enjoyable process till now. Perhaps I will regret saying so
when I see the mark at the end of June. I told my friends that it was my baby. It isn’t exaggerating
or dramatic. After 9-month ‘pregnant’, I gave birth to a ‘baby’. People might joke it looks like a tiny
‘monkey’, but I will always believe it is LOVELY.
Winds of Change
My topic — We are Constructors of Xinjiang: Media representation of Han migrants in Xinjiang in the
1950s and the construction of Han identity. It is not my initial plan. I planned to do something ‘fancy’.
At ﬁrst, in my preliminary research proposal (according to that the subject coordinator was able to
allocate supervisor for us), I planned to explore how Twitter is able to construct a transnational
public sphere by analysing the ‘bridging’ Twitter accounts with Nodexl. Now, this topic is still
interesting to me because I just so admire that people can use Nodexl and create some fancy
network diagrams. However, I decided to change my topic when I ﬁnished reading a book Water
and Oil: Being Han in Xinjiang by Tom Cliff, a scholar from Australian National University. I was so
surprised that he was talking about me!! Before that, I had no question about my identity. Just took
everything for granted, that I am Han raised in Xinjiang, an ethnic minority region. One day, after a
brief chat with Robert, who inspired me why not write something about your hometown and about
yourself, I decided to change my topic.
It was not easy for me and my supervisor to start a new project since both of us had limited
knowledge about that. I accepted unquestionably that I was Han in Xinjiang, Han people made
Xinjiang as a miracle (from desert to Oasis), and our counterparts — the Uyghur people, they are
‘stability violators’ (single quotation marks are very necessary here since I started to question this
statement after I ofﬁcially started to work on my thesis). My supervisor, he is not quite specialised
in Chinese studies. Working on inter-ethnic relations, Chinese histories, internal migration, and the
historical national project seems to be very ambitious for both of us… At that time, I did not foresee
any obstacles I would face. All I thought about day and night was that I wanted to explore what
happened during the 1950s in Xinjiang.
One biggest obstacle — ethics approval
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After few weeks, it seemed that everything was on the track. I started to apply for the ethics
approval in August, since I decided to do interviews, as a complementary method of my project.
Basically, there are two sectors dealing with ethics approvals: HEAG (Human Ethics Advisory
Group) based in each faculty and HESC (Human Ethics Sub-Committee). If the application cannot
gain approval from HEAG, then applicants need to re-submit their application to HESC. Each
process takes AGES. My application of doing interviews with Han migrants who relocated to
Xinjiang in the 1950s,
My application of doing interviews with Han migrants who relocated to Xinjiang in the 1950s,
unfortunately, while expectedly, was not approved by HEAG. According to them, my project is
potentially risky because I might get detained… ‘Detained’… This word seemed to be far away
from me. I did not sense any risks in my project at that time. I felt very grieved. They told me that if
I was still keen on doing that project, I needed to re-submit my application to HESC, which meant
everything might be restarted. There was one week left before the due date of HESC assessment. I
went to the head’s ofﬁce for HEAG. She told me that it was just a minor thesis, so interviews were
unnecessary. Only doing textual analysis (reading newspapers during the 1950s and doing critical
discourse analysis), and I would be ﬁne. I was almost being convinced… After meeting with the
head of HEAG, I had another meeting with my supervisor. He told me: “Fan, this is a very
ambitious project you should know. If you still wanna do this, let’s resubmit that application and
have a ﬁnal try, even though I though I had never applied for that”. Thanks for the endless
encouragement from my supervisor. I replied: “Scott, I consider it is not only my minor thesis but
also a test for myself. If I am not able to overcome all these difﬁculties, I won’t even think about
doing Ph.D. in the future. Also, it will be very valuable for Han migrants in Xinjiang. If no one is
going to listen to them or pay attention to that group (a dominant majority ethnic group inhabiting
in an ethnic minority region), how can they be heard? Most of Han migrants from 1950s are over 80
years old. If they were not able to be
There was one week left before the due date of HESC assessment. I went to the head’s ofﬁce for
HEAG. She told me that it was just a minor thesis, so interviews were unnecessary. Only doing
textual analysis (reading newspapers during the 1950s and doing critical discourse analysis), and I
would be ﬁne. I was almost being convinced… After meeting with the head of HEAG, I had
another meeting with my supervisor. He told me: “Fan, this is a very ambitious project you should
know. If you still wanna do this, let’s resubmit that application and have a ﬁnal try, even though I
though I had never applied for that”. Thanks for the endless encouragement from my supervisor. I
replied: “Scott, I consider it is not only my minor thesis but also a test for myself. If I am not able to
overcome all these difﬁculties, I won’t even think about doing Ph.D. in the future. Also, it will be
very valuable for Han migrants in Xinjiang. If no one is going to listen to them or pay attention to
that group (a dominant majority ethnic group inhabiting in an ethnic minority region), how can
they be heard? Most of Han migrants from 1950s are over 80 years old. If they were not able to be
memorised by our history, it would be a huge pity. After that meeting, we decided to re-apply for
that to HESC. I’ve got four white hairs within a month.
A month later, after all my thesis friends got their approval, I received no messages from HESC.
There were 10 days left before I went back to China. Luckily I went to a conference about Chinese
studies held by Asia Institute. A Ph.D. student who studied Tibet told me that I needed to go to the
ofﬁce for HESC in person and kind of ‘beg’ them to give me the approval. It sounded quite ‘insane’
but I did it.
The other day, I went to that ofﬁce, telling them why I was super keen on doing this and what
position I was — as a Han living in Xinjiang (I tried to convince her that I could be quite valuable
for my special position and identiﬁcation — being Han but also a researcher in Xinjiang). Luckily, I
made it. She told me that she would give me approval before I left Melbourne. I took a deep breath.
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Before I went back home at the end of November, Scott asked me:
“Who is going to take care of you Fan?”
“My parents?” I replied jokingly.
I knew he was not asking who was going to physically take care of me, but who was going to
protect me from being ‘detained’, and who was going to protect my research project.
Seemed to be nothing is hopeful

I went back to Shihezi, my hometown which is constructed by Han migrants during the 1950s and
1960s. I started to get touch with scholars in the University of Shihezi, telling them what I would
like to research and hoping that they could give me some advice on where to ﬁnd the old
newspapers of the 1950s. My Weibo friend, an Assoc professor working in that University, was
interested in my project, but he sensed that it might be unfeasible. He suggested me to go to
Xinjiang Provincial Library, in Urumqi, to see whether I could ﬁnd out something.
I went there the next day. Shockingly, that library was under renovation. All the books and archives
were in their warehouse. I didn’t expect anyone to help me ﬁnd newspapers in the 1950s. Then I
gave a phone call to my friend and he suggested me to go to the news agency of Xinjiang
Production and Construction Corps, since he thought that they might still keep the old newspapers
for the exhibition. I went there again in a bloody cold winter day. The news agency was located in a
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suburb where only 2-G network existed. I could hardly use the map on my phone when I got lost
because I got constantly disconnected. But luckily I found a police car and I just asked the police
for help, even though they had no idea where the agency was.
Finally, I found it. Within my expectation, I was not allowed to get access to the archival materials
because they were too precious, according to the staff members. For me, the best thing was that I
always planned for the worst. Their rejection wouldn’t surprise me.
Endless encouragement from my supervisor
I emailed my supervisor that I was not able to get access to the archival newspapers, sadly. But it
seemed that I could freely collect all the photographs exhibited in the Xinjiang Army Reclamation
Museum. My supervisor replied me immediately that we could just do image analysis about the
photographs representing Han migrants’ living conditions during the relevant period. My
methodologies changed from textual analysis to visual analysis. Seemed to be more advanced huh?
The whole process of doing interviews was pretty consistent. My parents and their friends were
very supportive in helping me get in touch with Han migrants who came to Xinjiang during the
1950s. It was fairly interesting that old people liked to talk about their life histories even though
sometimes their memories could be fragmented. They treated me like their granddaughter and told
me everything they went through when they were in their early 20s in Xinjiang. Their younger
generations didn’t want to bother to hearing their histories. Misunderstanding, I came across as
well during the process of doing interviews. One of my research participants doubted that I was a
‘spy’ who would like to drag some valuable historical information from him. Well… He was ﬁnally
willing to contribute to that project after I told him I knew his grandson quite well and gave his
detailed explanation about what my project was.
An episode here should be documented as well. On 8th December, the city where I lived was
affected by 6.2 magnitude earthquake. I could feel that signiﬁcantly when I was restructuring my
literature review at home alone (the ﬁrst chapter of my thesis). My instinct told me that I should
escape from that place with all my ‘valuable’ stuff — Mac and hard drive. Felt ashamed I left Joker,
my lovely kitten, at home…
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During the two-and-a-half-month ‘holiday’, or say ‘ﬁeldwork’ if you like, I just sent no more than
ﬁve emails to Scott, my supervisor. When I came back to Melbourne in the middle of January, I had
another meeting with my supervisor. Scott was very happy I could still come back after two-month
ﬁeldwork. He said that he avoided talking about too much in our emails due to the risk of
surveillance. Yeah, I knew that as well. It was not normal for me to just send ﬁve emails to my
supervisor during such a long time.
The worst is not yet to come
The only thing I left from January to May was writing up my thesis. Four months, the most
enjoyable but torturing period. I kept suffering from hives from January until April. It was really
itchy that I could barely fall asleep at nights. I went to the medical centre nearby and was
prescribed some drugs. All the drugs had an awful side-effect — feeling drowsy. My study and
work wouldn’t allow me to sleep too much, so I didn’t follow the doctor. Two months later, on
March, I still constantly got hives. I went to another medical
Two months later, on March, I still constantly got hives, especially at nights, making me suffer a lot
from insomnia. Jeez, here was a loop: hives –> itchiness –> sleeplessness & tiredness –> hives. I
went to another medical centre which was rated ﬁve stars on Yelp. I just directly linked its
credibility with the rating system. The doctor prescribed the same medications for me but,
additionally, asked me to do a blood test to make sure nothing wrong in my blood. It was a
thunderbolt out of a crystal sky. A week later, I was informed that the doctor would like to have
another meeting with me discussing the results. Nothing wrong with my blood while the results
told me that I was allergic to cats, dogs, and horses. This was tricky. I’ve got three cats and one dog
back in China and they never caused me hives. Then the doctor implied me that it could be
stressfulness, and suggested me to discuss my stress with my supervisor. I wouldn’t deﬁnitely.
After that, I decided to cease parts of my work to make myself less stressed out. Obviously, that
lowers the frequency of my hives a bit.
Identity crisis
Crisis never stops here. Rather than suffering from chronic urticaria, the biggest crisis I have ever
come across was the identity crisis. I had no idea what stance I should take as both Han migrant in
Xinjiang and a student researcher when the Western scholars tend to frame this internal migration
project as an internal colonisation project, so I drew myself a mind map.
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I put down all the puzzles and confusions I encountered on my notebook. It was messy. Just like a
messy room where I was struggling to step my feet in but found no space allow that. So my
confusion situated in what I had learned from Western academia and how I should position
myself. Simply speaking, it was about where I should side with. Most Western scholars tend to use
post-colonial theory and internal colonisation to deﬁne China’s national project in the frontier
areas, including Xinjiang, Tibet, Inner Mongolia, and Yunnan province, etc., arguing that “internal
migration is CCP’s strategy to colonise the frontier areas, oppress indigenous people, and maintain
its totalitarian regime.”
Actually, I’ve asked a Ph.D. student doing Tibetan studies before:
“Which side should I take? I don’t think Western scholars’ argument is convincing enough for me
since this civilisation project is not necessarily to be 100% evil. Han migrants did contribute to the
construction of frontier regions, buliding cities, establishing infrastructures, and setting up
educational systems, etc.”
She answered:”It is up to if you are going to go back to China.” I said:”Yes, ”
I said:”Yes, my families are still there.”
She replied:”Just deﬁne the intention of the project as maintaining stability.”
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This answer was not satisfying enough to solve my issue. I questioned in my mind:”If there is no
oppression, why there is instability?”
It seemed that I tended to side with Western scholars’ argument at that time, but another Fan in my
soul told me that I shouldn’t downplay the toughness that Han migrants had gone through during
their young age. Plus, my knowledge told me not to consider myself and all the Han people in
Xinjiang as ‘colonisers’. I would feel ashamed of thinking about ‘colonisaiton’ and applying for any
post-colonial theories when I knew that all of my research participants came to Xinjiang at very
young age and would like to contribute their tiny effort to the reconstruction of a nation during the
post-war era. Some of them just wanted to maintain their family’s integrity, some of them dreamed
of driving tractors in Xinjiang driven by the slogan ‘beautiful girls drive tractors’ in the Former
Soviet Union, some of them chased for self-advancement and more money because they needed to
feed their big families, some of them regarded themselves as former soldier who should obey the
instruction of Chairman Mao forever, and some of them were just idealistic when they were 16. I
was moved by their courage, but I also felt very sorry for their abandonment of life in the
megacities, their separation from their parents, their suffering from Xinjiang’s harsh environment.
All my participants were proud of themselves and what they have done to Xinjiang. They identify
themselves as ‘constructors’. How should I side with Western scholars and simply deny Han
people’s identiﬁcation? No…

At that time I even started to think about why I should do research and whether I should still
continue to do Ph.D. in the future since the more I study, the more darkness I would be noted. I
even asked some of my Ph.D. friends about why they chose to do Ph.D. Their answers varied but
unfortunately, I was not able to ﬁnd my own answer. I felt like people are so powerless and subtle
when facing a nation-state. What a normal person pursue might be simply dreams, wealth, family,
and health. When they actually participate in a national project, I don’t think the average
individuals have a very clear sense of what they are contributing to that big picture. In that sense,
people are more likely to be manipulated by the structuration and the nation-state. Well…that
sucks…
I think no matter what my conclusion would be, I would show my greatest sympathy and empathy
to the PEOPLE.
I had no idea where should I stand and I did not think my friends could help me ﬁgure out these
puzzles one by one. I showed my messy mind map to my supervisor on the other day. After a few
seconds, he said:
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“Fan, just show your confusion at the end of your thesis.”
I was like: “What??? I need to tell the markers that I have no stance and I am kinda hanging
around?”
Scott is a legendary guy. He said:
“Fan, you don’t need to stand with them or provide a conclusion. You could inspire them to reﬂect
that all these terms are loaded with ideological meanings.”
“OK, that makes more sense to me.” I followed the advice of my supervisor.
Feel the light at the end
Finally, I ﬁnished my ﬁrst draft. Following immediately, I completed my second draft during the
Easter break. Keep reading, keep working, and keep polishing it up. Spending most of my time in
the North part of the ground ﬂoor happily. Everything seemed to be ﬁne.
After submitting my thesis at 5:43 pm on 4th May 2017, I felt incredibly calm. Buying a new book
on my way home, doing a facial mask, reading the new book, and listening to some music. That
night, I started to recite my thesis in my dream… Should I call it a nightmare?

Fan
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